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President’s Corner
by Patty Draper, President

If you receive this newsletter, it should
mean that you have paid your membership
dues.  Thank you for doing so timely.  It
makes it easier for our treasurer, Lydia
Burns, and our newsletter editor, Steve
Bloom. These two do so much for FABA,
I hate to add frustration to their loads!
Steve and Lydia, thank you for giving your
time and talents to FABA.  Members
should note that the board recently
approved changing the membership year to run one year from
when a person first joins FABA.  This applies to people joining
after April 8, the date of the board's action.  We hope that the
renewal process will go smoother with renewals being spread out
over a 12-month period. 

Prize$$$ for ironwork
Jeff Mohr, who is organizing the annual conference, has decided
to offer money prizes for selected member display items at the
conference.  The idea was unveiled recently at a meeting of the
NE region, and it generated lots of excitement and enthusiasm.
Jeff, you're great!  I don't know all the details, but plan to bring
one or more pieces of your finest recent work to the conference
for the member display.  Maybe you'll take home some prize
money!

Wanted: regional coordinator 
Wanted: Responsible individual to schedule educational events
at local forges, and make reports of meetings for publication in
the Clinker Breaker.  Compensation: the satisfaction of
helping out, improved organizational skills, and your name in
print!

The position of regional coordinator for the SW region is
available (the SW region consists generally of the southwest
portion of our state).  This is a great opportunity to help bring
blacksmithing to your area, meet other smiths, visit other
shops, and learn new techniques.  If you're interested, please
contact me at 850-668-2876 (H) or 850-414-6867 (W) or
applecrossforge@nettally.com.  

On the mend
Tico Rubio, past president, and Jim Corbet, Umatilla, recently
underwent heart surgery.  I saw them both at the May meeting
of the NE region and I'm happy to report that they are doing
well.  Tico volunteered to be in charge of site coordination for
the conference, and Jim is well enough to be back at the anvil.
Also, Carl Van Arnum of Gainesville, and one of the founding
members of FABA, has suffered a stroke.  I don't know the
details, but please keep him and his family in your thoughts.

Have a great and safe month, and keep hydrated while you
work that fire!

Clinker Breaker
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold typeface.
The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region (except that we all
try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual dates may vary from month
to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.  Come for all or any part of a meeting,
bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless otherwise noted.  If you have any questions
about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

NW Meeting - June 10

SE Meeting - June 17

June, 2000
NE Jun 03 Bob Jacoby’s Shop -making barn door hinges for

the big, almost completed shop
SE Jun 04 Sunday work party - Yesteryear Village*

(questions to 561 793-9761; ask for Mike)
NW Jun 10 Tallahassee - Museum of Natural History and

Science (formerly Junior Museum) -Mike
Murphy will demonstrate basic forging
techniques. Lunch is on your own .  There is a
snack bar.  Come enjoy the museum, the pioneer
buildings, and  the shop

SE Jun 17 West Palm Beach - Ray & Ann Reynolds’ shop
SE Jun 18 Sunday work party - Yesteryear Village*

(questions to 561 793-9761; ask for Mike)
SW Jun 24 to be announced

July, 2000
NE Jul 01 Pioneer Art Center, Barberville 12 noon--FABA board meeting 
SE Jul 02 Sunday work party - Yesteryear Village* (questions to 561 793-9761; ask for Mike)
NW Jul 08 Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown, Fla.(not confirmed yet)
SE Jul 15 to be announced
SW Jul 22 to be announced

* Come in the East gate 4 on Sansbury Rd , or drive behind the amphitheater when  other events on the fair grounds restrict access. Go  through the wooden gate near
gate 6 by the pond in the village. The gate may be dummy locked so check  to see  if it is closed and looks locked.

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net
Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com
Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com
Southwest Region: –want to volunteer?

NE Meeting - June 3,2000
Bob Jacoby’s shop – 10949 Pine Acres Road
Jacksonville, FL 32257  (904) 288-0584

Shop is located off St. Augustine Road in
Jacksonville. Take 295 to the St. Augustine Road
exit (also called Old St. Augustine Road). Go
north on (Old) St. Augustine Road - toward San
Jose Boulevard (State Road 13). Make a left on
Livingston Road, bear left at the fork - the shop is
located at the corner of Livingston Road and Pine
Acres Road.
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SoapBox
Steve Bloom, Editor

Wanted - An Editor...
In just a few months (just 6 more issues) - I’ll be stepping
down and someone else will have to step forward and run
the Clinker Breaker.  When I took over the CB from Mike
Murphy, I planned on serving one term and I’m holding to
that decision.  In a few months, there will be an election
and an new Editor will be selected.  If anyone would like to
find out what it is like to put together the newsletter, I
would be happy to show to show you - and I encourage (I’m
not yet at the begging phase) you to contact me.  While the
job is not trivial, it is not rocket science either.   Start
thinking about this - FABA will ned an editor and this
could be your chance to contribute to an organization that
has enhanced your life.

Smithing in the news!
In the Tallahassee Democrat (April 5,2000), Features
Section, one of our own was highlighted, i.e.,
Way to go - Clyde!

NE Regional Report 
Steve Bloom

The traditional (hey – it’s been a couple of years now!)
May meeting at my shop went off far better than I could
have hoped for.  Besides using the meeting as an incentive
to clean my shop, I’ve tried, in the last few years, to do
some experimentation on techniques for knife-makers.
This year was no exception.  The topic was heat-treating
using salt pots (see the pair of articles in this issue).  We
had over thirty people sign in (and more than forty attacked
the chilli) and the ‘Buck-in-the-Bucket’ seemed especially
rich - especially with contributions of high carbon round
stock (1/4" diameter) from Ronnie Fowler and the

emptying of some of my ‘I’ll get around to working on that
someday” storage cabinets.  I demonstrated the lava pool in
the morning and tried out a no-handle, tongs only style of
Damascus billet production in the afternoon.  I would like
to thank Bob Mancuso for running the ‘Buck-in-the
Bucket’, Vi Payton for contributing a fine cake, my wife
and partner, Kimmy, for generating the vast quantity of
food that vanished (the ‘First-Love’ Chilli was as popular
as ever), and I especially want to thank Bill Stapleton for
lending a helping hand and  for sharing his expertise.

One of the unexpected highlights of the day was the
presence of one of our local veterinarians who helps rescue
wildlife – we had the pleasure of meeting a Great Horned
Owl and a set of four screech owl infants.  Talk about being
upstaged!

If you missed this one, you missed a great meeting (in my
unbiased opinion, of course).  I’ll be demonstrating the use
of the salt pots at the October conference, but you’ll have to
bring your own chilli.

NW Regional Report
Ed Crane, Regional Coordinator

The Northwest region of FABA had its monthly meeting on
Sat. May 13, 2000 at Metal Supermarkets on Weems Rd. in
Tallahassee.  The meeting site was unique in that we have
not met before at a commercial suppliers business.  Our
host 
Linn Turner was very gracious and accommodating in
arranging all of our meeting site needs.  Former president
Clyde Payton got the meeting started by introducing Linn
who then gave us a brief talk about Metal Supermarkets.
He stated that Metal Supermarkets is able to supply almost
any type of metal stock in small or larger quantities and cut
to whatever size the customer desires. Metal Supermarkets
will soon be appearing in several cities throughout Florida.
Our demonstrator for the day was John Butler of Havana,
Fla.  John is a well known journeyman knifemaker in our
area who has expertise in metallurgy  and the heat treating
of various ferrous metals and alloys. So the subject of his 
demo was heat treating of metals.  He began by passing out
a data sheet listing the annealing ,hardening and tempering
temperatures of all the commonly used steels and alloys.
He then explained about quenching and temperature
control using a salt pot at 400 degrees. He demonstrated
these principles using different metals and answered
dozens of questions.

There were 39 names on our sign-in sheet and I know of
1 or 2 others in attendance . I believe most in the group
came away with some new knowledge or better
understanding of this most complex subject.  Our host
furnished us with a delicious lunch of grilled chicken with
all the trimmings, iced tea ,soft drinks ,cookies, etc.
During lunch some lucky 
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Jud at work

Ryan Johnson demonstrating

Jud at play

Floyd Daniels & Jud

winners numbers were drawn from a hat and were awarded
door prizes of caps, T-shirts, or aprons.

Rick Jay brought some very interesting samples of twisted
steel to the meeting for show and tell. They were made
from 4 pieces of 1/2" angle and 4 pieces of 3/8" round (or
square) welded together on the ends and then twisted.
Several members decided they would try this and very
quickly Metal Supermarkets was sold out of 1/2" angle.

There was a minimum of tailgate sales but the usual
abundance of jabberjawing and fellowship. A potential new
member(Lee Elgin) brought some newly made  wood
working tools at my suggestion and John B. hardened and
tempered them.  Thanks John for a very helpful demo and
thanks to our host Linn for having this meeting and
providing the very nice lunch and door prizes.  Our
education was enhanced about heat treating of metal and
about Metal Supermarkets.

SE Regional Report
Charlie Stenmann

The day was cloudy and looked like rain. It was almost
expected that the meeting would get rained out. We where
lucky and it didn't rain until sometime after three p.m..

 Our host Pete Yockey spent some time working on a knife
blade, using new type of material. The material is
MAN-CRO 400. I have been making parts for a local
company here in palm beach with this material. It is a very
high wear resistant metal. So gave Pete some pieces of
scrap to try. He did forge a blade at the meeting and then
showed several of the people there how he grinds his
blades. After finishing the blade he drop it point first, from
head high on to the concrete floor in his garage. It did
make a hole in the floor and bent the point a little. We're
still working on the heat treating of this material.

Pete's wife Carolyn and daughter Jeka made lunch for the
group. I was told that everyone filled up and said they were
stuffed. that was until the dessert was brought out.

 The rest of the day was spent sharing ideas and just plain
talking about different things until it rained. 

                                                                
News from the North - Jud Nelson’s Auction

Big Bob Watt

If you were there you know what a great day it was. The
rain never came and  the breeze did. Old friends from
ALA- Fl- TN- NC- and all over GA that I knew of
appeared and  the paper ads and articles brought new faces
and more money.

The BBQ was tasty  and
the stew hot. Water was a
big seller and lots of folks
pitched in to help.  Folks
I did not know were ask a
favor and half hour they
were still on the job.

The  local paper sent a
photographer and two local
artists (Skip McNutt and T. Greg
Dean) were on hand to give their
signed art to the auction.  Jud's
three sons were the key. Their
help in all decisions was needed

to make this go. Their
labor was hour for hour
t w i c e  t h a t  o f
blacksmithing volunteers
and they convinced their
lovely brides to host the
greeting table and handle
the financing table. Jud's
grandkids [married] took
over the parking and ‘the
welcome to the party’
jobs as well as the video taping of interviews of friends and
family.

The Silent Auction was
fun as folks kept after the
same tool til they gave up
or the 12 noon whistle
blew. Competition was
intense. Tom Davenhall
[president of the of Alex
Bealer chapter] said I
might need help handling
two ladies who were
getting seriously into the
bidding process.
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The auctioneers

Ryan Johnson was asked to
invite demonstrators. Some of
his first smithing activities were
at Jud's. at age 14 so he wanted
to be one of the demonstrators
and his choice of  Joseph Latch
as the other demonstrator was
especially appropriate in that
Joseph is as young now as Ryan
was then.  Both did an
outstanding job and Joseph’s
smithing skills carried him past
any butterflies he might have had.
The faces of the crowd and his
parents[Jane & Mitch - our
Madison Chairmen 1999] told

the story. Thanks to Joseph and Ryan .PS: check out Ryan's
web site. www.rmjforge.com

Hats off to two key players Dan Tull [past president of the
Alex Bealer chapter] and Tim Reynolds [Presient  of the
Ocmulgee Guild] for their many tireless hours. (And to Big
Bob – who has neglected to mention that his contributions
were in scale to his size! - S.Bloom, Ed}

Jud set up two tables outside as a gift to all guests. There
were  $2, $1, and  $.50 things scattered amongst rusted
tools or unfinished projects and a lot of scrap. These gifts
were treasures to take home to  remember Jud by. But the
big hope of the three sons and BigBob was that all the scrap
would be hauled of by our guests.

We appraised Jud’s tools and Jud said that is more than he
expected. .Col.Tim Ryan and Big John Kirbow did the
magic dance and doubled the appraised amount. His 153#
Peter Wright anvil went for $1200.

Jud’s son  said "Don’t worry about dad.  He won’t miss the
blacksmithing as long as there are folks around who want
to talk about it". 

                                                                
Notices & Classified Ads

Coke Available : 
Lydia and Dave are taking orders "coke" at $160 a ton.
They have 11.5 tons sold and need to sell 10 more tons
before we can order it.  When all the 21 tons spoken for,
they’ll collect the money and order. So include a note to
Lydia with your renewal check for the amount of coke you
would like to buy. Info on how to contact Lydia is on Board
contact info on the next to last page.

FOR SALE:
Buffalo Railroad Fire Pot #48 New, never used. Made by
Buffalo Forge and Blower Co., N.Y. 17 inches by 15 inches
with 3 inch Air Intake. Comes with an extra rotating

Clinker Breaker - also new. Pot has a counter weighted trip
Ash Dump. This is the largest fire pot Buffalo made - it was
used in railroad shops. Ideal for stationary - permanent forge
locations.

PRICE $300.00. FIRM. Contact Clyde Payton 850/997-
3627.

Peter Wright ANVIL Weighs 281 lbs. and is in Excellent
shape, $650.00. Contact: Clyde Payton 850/997-3627.

                                                                
BOOK REVIEW

Clyde Payton

TITLE -"The Book of Instructions From the Anderson
Smithy -Collectors Edition"

AUTHOR - Jay Reakirt
PUBLISHER - Great Southern Publishing & Web Design

407 Railroad Avenue (P.O. Box 10)
Elko, Georgia 31 02 5 - U.S.A.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
By Mail - write to above address
By Telephone - (912) 987-3400
By E-Mail - gspub@gsouthern.com
By FAX (912) 987-3674
By Web Site - http://www.gsouthern.com
PRICE -$24.95 (shipping/ handling is included), 

Georgia Residents must add $1.54 for State Tax

My good friend, Jay Reakirt, of Albany, Georgia, has written
a very good book on Blacksmithing. And it's about time too,
since he has been a Professional Smith now for over 30
years. After military service, Jay started earning his grocery
money by doing landscape oil paintings. However, at the art
fairs he began to notice a meager showing of ironworks
which he thought was rather crude and poorly executed. Jay
thought he could do better than that himself! So, he tried his
hand at a different medium. By 1970 he was thoroughly
"hooked on iron", and he has been hammering ever since.

In 1917 Jay gave his first public demonstration at the Civil
War Village of Andersonville, Georgia. In 1982 he became
the Resident Blacksmith at the Andersonville Historic Site.
He stays very busy with not only his own blacksmithing but
also with demonstrating to the public, boy scout
encampments, school and civic activities, Civil War Re-
enactments, historic replications, and numerous ABANA
Chapter demonstrations. How did lie ever find time to write
a book??!!

But he did - and it's a good book too. Starting with a brief
history of iron metal, Jay goes right into how to build your
forge and tooling, how to build and tend the fire, how to use
the basic tools, and how to do the basic forging operations
including the forge weld. Jay even shows you how to make
your tools - I especially like his section on making tongs. Jay
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is ingenious when it comes to making tools and "jigs" that
really work well.

And he goes to great lengths with his illustrations and
instructions on how to make up your own supply.

His drawings and illustrations are copious, clear, and easy
to follow. They will show you how to make dozens of
wonderful projects - including knives, wheels, hinges,
hooks, chain, rivits, nails, tripods, fire dogs, toasters,
candle sticks, latches, barbeque tools, bells, fireplace tools,
and lots more.

In the true spirit of the blacksmithing brotherhood, Jay has
now shared his wisdom and wizardry in his book. We
appreciate you, Jay!

I recommend that you get a copy also.

                                                                
A Reminder
ClydePayton

Hi Folks, I've got something very important to remind you
of. It's about the AUCTION  which we always have at
our main event of the year - The Annual October
Conference at Barberville, Florida. Did you know that
this Auction is THE MAIN WAY which FABA raises
its operating fund$! The Auction and the
Buck-In-The-Bucket raffle drawing which we have
every October is responsible for approximately 75% of
our "income" for operating expenses throughout the
year. The $20.00 per year family membership dues
doesn't even pay for your monthly newsletter!! This is
why it is imperative that we have a profitable Annual
Auction, and raffle drawing.

Last year - October 1999 - we went in the "red" big
time on the Auction. We didn't have enough auction
items donated and we didn't have enough buyers for
what we had available. If this happens again FABA is
going to be in some financial difficulties for sure!
FABA's year-to-year operating budget is predicated
upon making a suitable "annual income" on this
Auction. From this source and a small conference fee
we pay all the bills for our conference demonstrator
fees, setup supplies, meals, travel, and motel for the
demonstrators, tooling, printing and mailing,
auctioneer's fee, usage fee to the Barberville
Settlement, and a zillion other odds and ends that
always pop up! These Auction proceeds also pay for
the regional conferences which we have every year.

To keep from going in the red again this year, and to
try to make up for last year, we are going to need
YOUR help. Donate something to the auction. This
can be a nice piece of iron work which you - and your

friends - have made. Nice handmade ironwork always sells
good. Donate a tool, a handmade knife or a good book on
blacksmithing. You can also donate a day of instruction in
your shop. If you are a knifemaker or a good blacksmith, you
can auction off a day(s) of free instruction in your shop to
the highest bidder. Also donate something to the
Buck-in-the-Bucket table - steel, supplies, tools, books, old
horseshoes, railroad spikes. And don't forget the kids either
- put something on the table which the children would like
- puzzles, for example. And now for the most IMPORTANT
part it doesn't matter how much merchandise you have for
sale in an auction, if it doesn't sell you are no better off! So
bring $$$money$$$ and buy you and your mother something
nice. Bring some friends and relatives to the auction so they
can bid on the goodies.

We are trying to get a FABA merchant credit card account
with our bank so that we can take your credit card at this
auction - so bring your credit card with you.

Support here is a “win/win” situation for all FABA members
- you get a real nice auction “goodie” and your contribution
goes towards a fiscally sound blacksmithing organization
which can continue to offer you good programs trhoughout
the year for only $20.00!!
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April  2000 Chapter Liaison Letter

The liaison letter is another long one and
earlier than usual because the Board felt
it important to get this information to the
Chapters and members as quickly as
possible. On a separate

sheet is an explanation of the copyright process for reproducing
information in The Anvil's Ring and Hammers' Blow. We hope
that this will answer many of the questions that Dorothy and the
publications committee have heard over the past three months.
Listed below are the dates for the 200o Board elections. And also
included is information concerning proposed changes in
commercial and residential building codes that have potential to
negatively affect each and every smith in the US.

On April 1 the member's site on the ABANA web page was
opened. Go to bttp://www.abana.org/ and see in the bottom part
of the home page the announcement about the members site; click
on "more" and go from there. Or you can go directly to
http://members.abana.org/home and register. Once you receive
your password you may go in freely. Jack Andrews and the
Internet committee have been making steady progress on the
Website since the beginning of the year. While the progress is
obvious, there are still many things in the site we need to get
working, many other aspects to add and we need your help.
ABANA is an organization of volunteers, so if your have
suggestions or can help in any way please let Jack know, skipjack
shore. intercom.net

The registrations for the Conference continue to roll in. If you are
planning to attend, please register as soon as your plans are
made. The Conference organizers need the registration numbers
as soon as possible to be able to effectively plan the lodging, food
and all the other logistics that go into such an event. We all have
planned conferences and know the anxiety that creeps in as the
date approaches and how there are a million things that need to
be done at the last minute; both planned and unplanned. Having
firm attendance figures as early as possible will make the home
stretch a little less nerve-wracking. Thanks for the help.

Speaking of the Conference, have you sold all the `Iron In The
Hat' tickets? If they have been sold, please send the $200.00 to
Bill Callaway, 2816 E. Sherran Lane, Phoenix, AZ 85016. Please
make the checks payable to ABANA Conference 2000. Bill will
then send a scholarship certificate good for the amount of
$250.00 towards registration for the recipient of your choice. The
certificate has a line to be filled in with the name of the person
receiving the scholarship. Please send the certificate to the
address on the form along with the balance of their registration.

With the increasing interest in the print and electronic media
about blacksmithing, the Central Office has increased instances
of persons calling for information on blacksmithing (approaching
one a day some weeks).  Some of these contacts are from the
national media, but more often they are from persons with a more
local interest. While LeeAnn can give information in a large
scope and offer the Board members as additional contacts,
ABANA would like to be able to offer these persons a contact
with more interest to their local audience. The local media can be
a tremendous help in membership recruitment, advertisement of
events, and fundraising for a special project. With your
cooperation we can prepare the package that will serve your
needs well when the media calls. LeeAnn and I will draft a basic

media guide and include information that can be given to the
media for basic information. This guide can then be
supplemented with information the Chapters select about the
Chapter and blacksmithing in the region. I would like the
Chapters to choose one person to serve as a media contact person
to whom LeeAnn can refer persons with these questions. Please
discuss this with your Chapter members over the next month and
let me know of any questions, concerns or needs for further
clarification. LeeAnn and I will prepare a draft media guide,
incorporating your suggestions and have this draft available as
soon as possible. Thanks in advance for the help.

LeeAnn thanks the Chapters for the encouragement and kind
words she is getting regarding sending the mailers and other
information via e-mail. She is working on having all the
information sent in this fashion and in a user-friendly and
manipulatable form. We are making progress, in large part
because of the good work LeeAnn is doing.

The dates for the 200o Election of ABANA Directors have been
set. Candidate information is to be received by the Central Office
no later than July 15, 2000. The ballots to the membership will
be mailed on August 15, 2ooo, and the completed ballots need to
be received at the Central Office no later than September 15,
2000. The candidates will be notified by the Elections Committee
as soon as the election is verified and the results will then be
posted on the Website and announced in the liaison letter the
following month. Please think about nominating quality,
hardworking and visionary members for Board positions.
Nominees need to submit a letter supporting their nomination
signed by to or more current ABANA members, a picture suitable
for publication and a short statement no later than July 15, 2000.

Tony Leto, chair of the National Ornamental and Miscellaneous
Metals Association (NOMMA) Technical Committee, contacted
the Board and other blacksmithing representatives regarding a
push by certain individuals to change building codes to eliminate
the potential for "ladder effect" in railings and gates, or the
potential for any such railing or gate to serve in any form as a
ladder that can be climbed. Any decorative or structural element,
no matter how constructed that could be construed as serving as
a ladder element, would fall under this new code interpretation.
If the proposed ruling is placed in effect, all railings and gates
would have to be modified either by design or shielding to
eliminate the potential for a person, adult or child, from climbing
them and possibly falling. While the concern is stated as a child
protection issue, there is no hard data to indicate that such
railings or gates are responsible for any such child injuries to
warrant such a ruling. But how does this proposed change affect
blacksmithing and ABANA? To paraphrase Jim Wallace, Scott
Lankton, Bill Fiorini and others, we as ABANA members have
to recognize that the architectural aspects of our craft and trade
represent a very significant part of blacksmithing's heritage. The
professional smith and his or her business ventures in the past
preserved, and today, contribute significantly to keeping
blacksmithing alive. That part of blacksmithing has continued to
evolve with time and has perhaps been the strongest and most
visible part of the art in the public's mind. If unnecessary and
capricious regulation continues to interfere with or deny the use
of good design, there will no longer be a need for ABANA or
organizations like it. The architectural blacksmiths preserved
much of the craft of blacksmithing in the darkest days preceding
the present reinvigoration. Where would blacksmithing be today
if the works of Tijou, Gaudi, Paley, Russell, Joyce, Lamour,
Brandt, Whitaker, Googerty, Yellin and so many others were
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prohibited by unnecessary construction codes? One might argue
that this change would directly impact only the professionals in
our organization. That it directly affects a small minority of
ABANA members is not at all true. Please notice below that this
code change is being proposed for both commercial and
residential application. Anyone who makes a gate or a rail will be
affected. But perhaps more importantly, it affects each and
everyone who takes the craft seriously, be they student, amateur,
scholar or professional. If such changes are allowed to occur, the
once again lively and vibrant art and craft of blacksmithing, and
the strong organization we now know will be changed for the
worse forever. We must respond to show the world that we care
about furthering educational missions among the architects and
designers of the world and as a group of individuals we care
about preserving and furthering one of the more powerful
heritages that we have. 

In terms of who should be
contacted regarding this
proposed code change, you
should send letters to any
local code official that you
may know personally, that
knows you, or that you
have ever had any contact
with. In writing to the code
bodies, the best place to
mail a letter at this point
would be to the secretariats
o f  the  commi t t ee s
overseeing the proposals.
They are: The IBC Means
o f  E g r e s s  ( M O E )
Committee will be dealing
with the current attempts
to insert "ladder effect"
w o r d i n g  i n t o  t h e
commercial building codes.
The Secretaries for that
committee are: Bob
McClue r  and  K im
Paarlberg; 708/799-2300:
Fax: 7o8/799-0320; E-mail
bmccluer @c~bocai.or
The IRC Building and
Energy Committee (B/E)
will be hearing testimony
regarding our attempts to
have the "ladder effect"
wording removed from the
residential codes. The
Sec re t a ry  f o r  t ha t
committee is: Larry
Simpson; 205/591-1853
Fax: 205/59270o1; E-mail:
lsimpson@sbcci.org

For current information
and support documents,
r e f e r  t o   w
jgbraun.com/NOMMAtec
hcom.html

A message from each
ABANA chapter in

opposition to this proposed change would make a tremendous
impact on the governing bodies. Please review the information
listed on the above web site as soon as possible and then make a
statement for the future of blacksmithing. Thanks.

On a positive note, the latest issue of The Hammers' Blow is
about to be mailed, and Brian has done a super job with his first
issue. Please send your comments and information for future
issues on to Brian. Thanks for your attention through another
long letter. But we have much work to do in preserving and
advancing blacksmithing and ABANA. Thanks for your help. 

Doug Learn 121 Pebble Woods Drive Doylestown, PA
189o1-2907 (215) 489-1742 cjfdlearn a mindspring.com
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FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION, INC. -Meeting of the BOARD OF TRUSTEES -February 19, 2000
Yesteryear Village, West Palm Beach

Board members present: Patty Draper, President; Clyde Payton, Past President; Steve Bloom, Newsletter Editor; Joel Clark, Ray Reynolds, and Jerry Grice, Trustees.
Board members absent : Lewis Riggleman, Trustee; Lydia Burns, Treasurer; Jeff Mohr, Program Chairman; Bob Jacoby, Vice-President; and Karen Wheeler,
Secretary. Others present: Ed Crane and Charlie Stemmann, regional coordinators, and Bill Burridge.  
The meeting was called to order at 12:30 p.m.  Minutes of the October 8, 1999 meeting were approved with the following corrections: the listing of those present should
indicate which individuals are board members.
 A motion was made to correct the minutes to reflect that Patty Draper was present at the meeting.  The motion to approve the minutes as corrected passed
unanimously.  

President’s report: Election for trustees.  Patty handed out a report from the election committee, composed of Steve Bloom and Karen Wheeler.  The committee
reports that Jerry Grice, Ray Reynolds and Dr. Joel Clark received the most votes; they are trustees through 2001.  Membership Committee.  A new committee has
been formed, chaired by Bill Robertson.  The committee is charged with making a recommendation to the board at its April meeting as to whether the cycle of the
membership year should be changed to October-October; recommending what sort of acknowledgement new members should receive and how to ensure they receive
their newsletters on a timely basis.  Regional coordinator appointments.  Year 2000 appointments are Dr Crane-NW; Charlie Stemmann-SE; Bob Jacoby-NE.  We
still need a coordinator for the SW area.  Board members were encouraged to plan a meeting somewhere in the SW area, in order to keep a FABA presence in the
area.  Brochure.  Patty is putting together a brochure regarding FABA.  

Treasurer’s report: Lydia could not be at the meeting, but provided board members with a written report including a balance sheet and proposed year 2000 budget.
Patty suggested some changes to the budget, which were approved unanimously (see attached).  1999 expenses exceeded income by approximately $3,400.  Discussion
ensured on how to stem the deficit.  The board unanimously approved upping conference registration fee to a flat $40 In addition, board members want to discuss at
the next meeting discontinuing statewide quarterly meeting demonstrator funding. Approved unanimously were expenses paid by the Treasurer in 1999 of $20,515.93
and to authorize the Treasurer to advance $200 for stamps to the Newsletter Editor at the beginning of his/her term.  In her report, Lydia suggested that the board
authorize the Treasurer to obtain MasterCard or Visa charge capability. The issue was tabled until the ongoing cost can be ascertained.  

Scholarship Committee: Walt Anderson Founders Scholarship.  Skeeter Prather, Chair, could not attend the meeting. Patty turned the chair over to Clyde Payton,
as Patty’s husband is an applicant for the scholarship.  The board accepted the report of the Committee, composed of Prather, Bob Jacoby and Willard Smith.  Steve
Bloom, also an applicant, withdrew his application.  The board unanimously approved awarding the scholarship to the applicant recommended by the committee, Bill
Robertson (Patty abstained from the vote).    

At this point, Patty resumed the chair.

Annual Conference: Jeff Mohr could not attend the meeting, but sent flyers advertising the October conference that board members may distribute to publicize the
event.  Board members were urged to volunteer for a job at the conference if they haven’t already done so; still vacant are the Security detail and Members Display.

Old Business: Stacking tables for Barberville demonstration area.  Jerry Grice submitted suggested plans for the tables and estimated the materials cost for four
tables ($480).  Clyde suggested that the Barberville Settlement purchases the materials and that FABA volunteers fabricate the tables, they would then belong to the
settlement. The board approved this suggestion unanimously, and Clyde volunteered to write Marilyn Breeze regarding the proposal.  Voting power to regional
coordinators, committee members.  Discussed, but no action taken.

New Business: Board meeting schedule.  Discussion was had concerning whether it is still necessary for the board to meet on a quarterly basis.  The consensus of
the members is that it is.  Members approved holding the next meeting on April 8, 2000 during the lunch break at the quarterly statewide meeting in Tallahassee at
Payton Forge.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:30 p.m.

Submitted by Karen Wheeler, Secretary, as transcribed by the combined notes taken by Patty Draper, President, and Steve Bloom, Editor

 
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION, INC. - Meeting of the BOARD OF TRUSTEES April 8,2000

(not yet accepted by the Board as of May 15,2000)

Board Members Present:Patty Draper, President; Bob Jacoby, Vice President; Clyde Payton, Past President; Lydia Burns, Treasurer;
Steve Bloom, Editor; Ray Reynolds, Trustee; Joel Clark, Trustee; Karen Wheeler, Secretary; Skeeter Prather, Chair, Scholarship Committee; Bill Robertson,
Chair, Membership Committee.
Board Members Absent:  Lewis Riggleman, Trustee; Jerry Grice, Trustee; Jeff Mohr, Program Chair.
Others present: Anne Reynolds

The meeting was called to order at 12:15. The reading of the minutes was tabled until a compilation of two sets of notes were merged into one, and will be
subject to approval at that time.

 President’s Report: Patty called the meeting to order and asked if there was anything else to ad to the agenda before she began. She started by showing a copy
of the brochure she has been working on for the FABA organization to be given to new members or used as a handout to reach more people with information about
our group and what it has to offer. It was said, by Patty, to still be in need of more artwork and she asked for suggestions as to content and such. She said she
would meet with Clyde and work on this further. Steve said they could use his dragon head design as some of the artwork if they wanted to do so.

Patty said she had been in touch with the Lemoins Gallery about submitting art from various members of the group as an exhibit.
It was decided any donations from ABANA would be put in the buck in a bucket. Patty mentioned that ABANA wanted her to send them a critique

of the last meeting in North Carolina. It was suggested that she mention the absence of an access of wheelchairs and it was a hardship for people to have to hunt
their own chairs down, especially when they fly in form across the country. The dues were also mentioned, as some have dropped out of the ABANA group
because of the high cost of membership. It was decided that Patty should send these comments on to their board. Steve mentioned that, concerning the Clinker
Breaker, he had a problem with not being able to include items from the ABANA magazine articles into the newsletter, as they would not let you use any of the
material for reprinting. It was also decide to eliminate the ABANA application from the Clinker Breaker, as it will free up more space for our own needs.
Clyde made the motion and Lydia seconded. Motion carried unanimously.

Treasurer’s Report: Lydia stated that she had looked into the matter of getting the credit card merchant account for FABA. She had found a few places to be
reasonable and others to be extremely expensive.
She also found that as a CPA she could get it for nothing. After much discussion among the board, it was decided to look into the cheapest way to do this and to
proceed with the matter after presenting the final search results to the board. Patty said it was important if we were going to do this to do so before the October
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meet at Barberville. It will make it easier to get more participation in the auction and for registration costs for the folks who come and sign up at the event itself.
Lydia will send something to the board members be Motion carried unanimously.

Committee Reports: Bill Robertson showed the board the results of the efforts so far from the Membership Committee that includes Lydia Burns and Dot Butler.
The handout will be given upon receipt of an application for membership with information as to where supplies and tools can be found and other information
deemed helpful to new members. It was mentioned that a postcard could be sent to folks to let them know that their money had been received and to confirm the
correct information as to address and such. This will prevent folks from falling through the cracks and not knowing the status of their membership until they get
their first Clinker Breaker. It was decided by a vote at this time to move the membership to a rotating date basis. This would make renewals due at the date they
were initiated. If you join in May - you renew in May. It will make it fairer for those who join later than April and keep FABA from carrying the brunt of a long
float period for the ones joining at the conference and late in the membership year. Patty stated the need for a more precise cutoff point for renewal and it was
agreed unanimously with the stipulation that the verbiage be changed to reflect this change in the application.

Skeeter Prather began his report on the Awards Committee with the mention that he thought a plaque should be presented to Clyde as a Past President
at the annual meeting in October. 

He then brought up the subject of how to distribute the funds from scholarships to the recipients. Lydia said she thought we should give it in at least
two checks to control the funds better, as it involves up to $750.00. It was finally proposed that we give 3 checks total, as follows:

1. The first check to secure the class— either as a reimbursement to the student or directly to the school.
2. The second to the person for the expenses that are a given- rooming, food, and such.
3. The third would be given after the fact for unforeseen expenses. 
None of this would exceed the $750.00 total of the scholarship funding at anytime.

Bob Jacoby suggested that FABA needed to form a liaison with the schools who give scholarships, so as to better assure the timely presentation of
funds to people involved in trying to attend these scholarships offered on a standby basis. The schools need to consider the people who show up so that they don’t
get there only to find out the class is not available after all. 

The motion was made to distribute the scholarship to Bill Robertson in this manner, and was carried unanimously.
Patty made special mention of all the work Skeeter has put into this special committee.

Old Business:
Clyde brought up the matter of the tables that we were planning on building and said that Marilyn Breeze declined to have anything to do with the

tables. After much discussion it was decided to send this back to Jerry Grice for a look at more options. It was also suggested that the different regions could all
pitch in and then each could contribute a table. Clyde said he would get with Jerry and pursue this matter.

Clyde said that Maggie had said she would do the food again at the annual meeting. She requested that she be assured payment of the costs involved
in case of a cancellation due to weather or something. It was decided that we needed a list of the costs she anticipated and that she document her expenses so we
can deal with this effectively in the event it is necessary to do so.

Steve brought up the subject of an inquiry in to the cost of the Clinker Breaker and whether it was possible to cut costs or if the cost of membership
should be raised to cover this item. Steve presented a cost breakdown of the production of each part of the newsletter and his suggestions are included. We
decided to keep it as is with the exception of deleting the ABANA application.

The next meeting is July 1st, 2000 and will be at Barberville at noon.;  The meeting was adjourned at approx. 1:30 PM.
Karen Wheeler, Secretary, submitted minutes of the meeting
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Figure 19: The Salt Forge

Figure 20: Clamshells & Top
Liner

Heat-Treating Salt Bath I
Steve Bloom, IronFlower Forge

One critical element in the creation of a decent
knife is the quality of the heat-treatment.  The difference
between an exceptional tool and a mediocre piece of steel
can often be traced to the care and consistency of how the
blade was heat treated. The Holy Grail of the bladesmith is
a consistent and predictable technique to bring a blade of a
known tool steel to the correct critical temperature while
minimizing negative impacts on the grain structure and
surface of the blade combined with an appropriate
quenching procedure.  One promising technique to achieve
these goals is the use of an austenizing or high-temperature
salt bath.  This article describes my attempt to build such a
bath.

A high temperature salt bath promises to deliver
a very consistent, zero oxygen, fast heating heat treat but at
the potential costs of extreme hazards and possible
corrosion.  Any attempt to use this material must take into
account the very real dangers and problems of handling
molten material at extreme temperatures.  Even a tiny
amount of water can convert the bath into an erupting
volcano, so extreme care must be taken in the design and
use of the bath.

High temperature salts are available from
industrial suppliers.  As an example, HeatBath Corporation
(http://www.heatbath.com) produces  Nu-Sal, a sodium
chloride stabilized salt that melts at  1230 deg F (665 deg
C) and has a working temperature range of 1300-1650 deg
F (704-899 deg C).  The company sells the material in 400
lb drums but a fellow smith (Kevin Casin
<kc@darkhorse.mv.com>) has graciously made smaller
quantities available (50 lb for approximately  $60
depending on shipping costs).  

While an electric kiln can be used to melt the salt
and maintain it at a desired temperature, the high cost of
fabrication and the almost certain destruction of heating
elements if there is even a minor leak or spill lead me to
design a gas forge dedicated to the salt bath.  The first
critical decision was the determination of the maximum
length of blades to be heat treated in the salt bath.  Since
this was an experimental unit and I don’t build swords
(yet), I decided that 18" was more than sufficient for my
needs.

Based on this decision, the forge was created from
an 11" diameter pipe (10.25" internal diameter) 20" long
(Fig.1,A) welded onto a 12" x 12" x 1/4" steel plate
(Fig.1,E) and mounted on large casters (Fig.1,D).  The
forge was lined with insulating fire brick (K28, available
from Atlantic Fire Brick in Jacksonville at approximately
$80 for a case of 25 including shipping) (Fig.1,B) and the
floor was covered with 1" of castable refractory (Fig.1,C)
(Mizzou, available from the same source).  An exhaust port

(6" x 2.5") was cut into
the pipe approximately
2" below the rim and a
flue (Fig.1,G) was
constructed of 11 guage
steel plate to direct the
exhaust gases laterally
then upwards away
from the top of the
forge.  The firebricks
covering the flue
opening were pierced
to allow gas passage.
A n  a t m o s p h e r i c
(venturi) burner was
constructed using a
swaged section of 2"
black pipe (Fig.1, F)
( s e e
http://www.blacksmithing.org - Projects - Gas Forges for
details of construction) and inserted just above the refractory
bottom of the forge.  The burner was set at a 45 degree angle
to the vertical axis of the forge and was aimed slightly
upwards.  I see no problems in using inswool or it’s
equivalent as a liner, but I prefer the bricks especially
considering the suspension technique described below.

The salt pot (Fig.1,I) was made from a 20" section of
stainless steel pipe (from Svinga Scrap Metals in Ocala).  The
pipe had a wall thickness of 1/4" and was welded to a 1/4"
thick base plate using 308 SS electrodes (be sure to deeply
bevel the pipe and base to insure good penetration and no
leaks).  Several 2"
extra sections of the
pipe were split, spread
and welded to the top
of the pipe to create a
½" thick x 2" tall rim
and several smaller
sections of another SS
pipe (2" diameter x
1/8" thick x ½" long)
were welded to the top
edges of the rim to
form lifting lugs.

While the pot
could have been
designed to sit on the bottom of the forge, I was dissatisfied
with the stability of the pot in that location.  To minimize the
possibility of a spill and to minimize the probability of hot
gases escaping around the pot, I decided to build a clamshell
lid from which the pot would be suspended.  The internal
lining extends to within 1" of the rim of the forge. A fire
brick was cut in half (to become two 4" x 9" x 1" slabs) and
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Figure 21:  Lid in place

Figure 23: Thermomter & Probe

Figure 24: Accessories

Figure 22 : Pot in place

each half was carefully cut
so that the brick halves would
surround the pot and fill
the gap between the rim of
the forge and the recessed
lining (Fig.2).

Two pieces of 11
gage steel were similarly
constructed but with the
handles, rims, and a
hinge so that when the
two pieces are swung
together, they close the
top of the forge, enclose
the pipe below the
thickened rim, and
suspend the pot all at the
same time.  Figure 3
shows the lid in place on
the forge before the pot is
inserted and Figure 4
shows the pot in place.

The forge is lit
by removing the pot,
dropping a flaming scrap
of paper into the forge and turning on the gas.  Once the
flame stabilizes (perhaps 10 seconds), the pot is slipped
into position, the lid liner
inserted, the clamshells
pivoted closed, and the pot
rested on the now closed
lid.  

On the first use,
the pot is empty and small
quantities of salt (~10 oz )
are added.  As the salt
melts, more is added until
the level is within  3" of
the rim.  In this particular
unit, that required 15 lbs of salt.   Gas pressure was set at
7 psi during this phase.  Once the salt was molten, the
pressure was reduced to 1 psi.   Initially I was unsure that
a single burner would be able to bring the mass of material
involved to a high enough temperature.  In practice,
however, the system is too efficient and care must be taken
to avoid overshooting the desired temperature of 1550F.
Overshoots can also be corrected by inserting large masses
of steel into the pot and using up some of the BTUs —  but
given the thermal mass involved, I expect that 10lb
hammer heads will be needed to make an appreciable dent.

The temperature must be monitored and I have
found that Omega (www. Omega.com) is a good source for
meters and probes.  I acquired a dual input, Type K hand-
held digital thermometer (HH501BK ) for $75 and an 18"
inconel sheathed probe (TJ36-CAIN-14G-18) for $40.00.

The probes should be regarded as an eventual consumable.
In use, I simply dip the probe tip into the pot and let it
equilibrate (which
takes 1 to 2 minutes).
See Figure 5 for the
rig to support the
probe just in case I
don’t want to stand
there).

When it is
time to shut the
s y s t e m  d o w n ,
s e v e r a l
considerations are
important.  If the
salt congeals into a
solid block, remelting it may pose extreme hazards.  Since
the remelt will occur from below and if there is a
significant change in density between solid and liquid
phases, pressure might build up and a bomb might result.
The best way to avoid this is to make sure that there is an
expansion space available to the salt throughout the pot.
This is accomplished by the insertion of a tapered steel
form (Fig. 6) into the molten salt and allowing the salt to
solidify around the form.  When the form is removed, a

tapered hole is created.  I forged 12" of 1.5" x 1.5" stock into
a 20" long piece, tapering from 1.5" x 1.5" to 0.5" x 0.5".  It

needed a lifting ring and  I happened to have a surplus
bomb lifting ring (B & W Surplus) that worked perfectly.
A small piece of round stock was carefully shaped so that
when it is inserted through the pot lifting rings and the
form’s lifting ring,  the form is held centered in the pot.
To remove the form, a piece of heavy flat stock is slipped
through the form’s ring (but above the pot’s rings), and the
assembly is hung from any convenient support (such as an
open post vise).  The rim of the pot is struck with a
hammer until the form slides out of the salt block.

Other minor accessories are a splatter plate
(something that can be positioned over the mouth of the

pot during the melt phase to catch any small eruptions) and
a decent set of bent nose tongs (Fig.6).  After all, if you drop
a blade into the pot, how are you going to get it out?

My total investment in this system has been under
$300 and if preliminary tests are any indication, it will be a
very worthwhile investment.  Blades take approximately 30
seconds to reach critical, are easily heat-cycled, show little to
no scaling, and there is negligible effect on the temperature
of the salt, i.e., multiple blades can be heat- treated efficiently
and uniformly.  Operational costs per melt are under $2.00
for gas and only experience will tell how often the charge
must be changed, but I expect that the cost per blade will be
measured in pennies.  Besides, there is something seductive
to a smith about his own personal lava pool ready on
command!
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Generic ‘S’ diagram

Fig.1: Gear for preparing the molten salt

Fig.3 : Salt Pot base

Fig.2 : The salt pot

Only to a Smith  is 475o F Low
or

Heat-Treating Salt Bath II
Steve Bloom, IronFlower Forge

The second step
in the typical heat-treat is
to quench the blade. 
The quenching media is
determined by the type of
steel, e.g., D2 requires
air, O1 requires oil, and
W1 requires water.  For
the oil hardening steels,
there is an alternative -
hot salt.

Oversimplifying
a complicated story, the
trick is to heat the steel into the austenitic zone (upper-left
in the ‘S’ diagram) such that austenite dominates, carbides
have melted, and grain structure has not yet been damaged.
If the steel is then cooled rapidly enough to miss the ‘nose’
of the ‘S’ curve and cuts through the martensite zone (Time
Line A), the majority of the grain structure will be
martensite - a hard but somewhat brittle crystalline form.  If
the material follows Time Line B, the end result will be
banite - a tougher and less brittle (but less hard) structure.
If it is slowly cooled such that the time line cuts the
Pearlite/Cementite zone, the steel will be annealed (and soft)
(see http://www.dfoggknives.com for a much more detailed
examination of this concept).    A low temperature salt bath
is one of the more convenient ways to run Time Line B.

Brownells (see http://www.brownells.com) provides
Nitreblue™  bluing salts that have an operational range of
350 to 650F.  These salts are corrosive and hydroscopic, i.e.,
they suck moisture out of the air.  The last thing you want in
a hot salt bath is water, so there must be some procedure to
minimize these problems.  My solution is to store the salts in
sealed ammo boxes when not in use and to melt the salts in
a freon-can kettle before placing them in the salt pot (Fig.1).

T h e
burner is
simply a
gas-forge
b u r n e r
welded to
a stand.  

O
nce the
s a l t  i s
molten, it
is poured
into the
salt pot

(Fig.2).  The pot is 80% of a
steel SCUBA tank (the value
end removed) with an
expansion (overflow) chamber
welded on the top.  The tank
bolts to an ‘I’ beam girder base

and is wrapped in fiberglass
insulation and a layer of
roofing metal held in place
by radiator clamps.  There
are two handles, one
attached to the overflow
chamber and one to the base.
This pot uses a 30 lbs of salt
(so two kegs from Brownell
were needed).  

A 1.25" pipe fitting
(one half of a connector) was welded onto the bottom of
the tank around a 1" diameter hole.  A 1500 watt, 110 volt

water heater element was screwed into the fitting and sealed
with high-temp silicone sealer (from the auto parts
store)(Fig.3). A length of 12-
2 underground Romex wire
was attached and plugged
into a laboratory transformer
(though an electric stove
burner control can be used).
The rationale for bolting the
base to the tank as opposed to
welding it is because
removing a blown element is
a whole lot easier without the
base in the way!

When the molten salt is poured into the pot, the
transformer is then adjusted to maintain the desired
temperature (475 F for the steels that I use needs a 20%
setting).  A candy thermometer is adequate as a monitoring
device.  When the salt is ready and a blade is ready for
quenching, all that is needed to follow Time Line B is to
quickly move the blade from the high temp bath to the low
temp bath and let it ‘cook’ for 2.5 hrs.  I typically  drill a hole
in the tang to allow me to hang the blade from a small steel
wire hook.

When it is time to shut down, the salt is carefully
poured into a large stainless steel pan and allowed to congeal.
When it solidifies, it is broken up with a few hammer blows
and transferred back into the ammo cans for the next time.

The use of both the high and low temp salt baths
provide a convenient and highly controlled way to heat-treat
but at a increase in hassle and potential danger.  If you are
trying to wring the absolute maximum out of your knives,
they are worth considering.
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA

directory, please check the box to the right G 

Send this application and a membership fee of $20.00
to

Lydia Burns, FABA Treasurer
66 Summerwind Circle
Crawfordville, FL 32327

Make check out to FABA.  Your FABA membership
gegins when we receive your payment and lasts one
year  Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to
be an ABANA member to join FABA, but many
FABA members are, and we encourage membership
in both organizations. See our web site for details.

FABA Officers

President Patty Draper 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com
Vice President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net
Treasurer Lydia Burns 850-421-4852 mooseangel@excite.com
Secretary Karen Wheeler 352-486-4370 kwheel@svic.net
Program Chairman Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448
Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu 
Past President Clyde Payton 850-997-3627 paytonforge@nettally.com
Trustee #1 Joel Clark 904-321-2116 joelclark@nassnet.com
Trustee #2 Lewis Riggleman 352-521-3515
Trustee #3 Jerry Grice 850-421-4788
Trustee #4 Ray Reynolds 561-793-2452
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